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Agile Analytics

By Christophe Gauthron, CFA, CEO of Kwanti Inc.

Cloud-based computing and mobile access are 
transforming both retail and B2B markets. Cloud-
computing supports three main principles: quality, 
usability, and for a good value. New software 
applications explicitly developed on these 
principles are best-in-class, since they offer the 
potency of a great user experience at significantly 
lower cost. 

The competitive retail market has benefited 
greatly from cloud-computing. However the 
transformational change has been much slower in 
B2B products, and in particular Technology for 

Finance where many legacy software applications are propped up with 
high licensing costs and clunky interfaces. In portfolio analytics, many 
financial advisors and money managers still rely on home-brewed excel 
spreadsheets with information gleaned from financial websites, for their 
investment research and portfolio construction. This ad-hoc approach may 
work but it is time consuming, error prone and damages the advisor’s 
credibility when talking to clients or prospects.

Fortunately the revolution for financial advisors has started with a new 
breed of cloud-computing tools. These software applications are agile by 
design -- they allow you to move quickly and easily. They emphasize 
institutional-grade quality and usability. They offer deep functionalities and 
broad integration. They are also highly presentable and visually appealing, 
offering a high return on investment for both research as well as client 
acquisition.

Lets review a few examples to demonstrate agile analytics in action, and 
see how it can improve your portfolio efficiency and client acquisition.  

In the first example, lets look at client prospecting. Your added value may 
be demonstrated by comparing the prospect’s portfolio to one of your 
model portfolios. Your goal is to quickly reveal the shortcomings of the 
prospect’s portfolio and illustrate the advantages of the proposed portfolio. 





Your analytics package should automatically highlight the problem areas in your prospect’s portfolio in a 
manner that is easily understandable by the prospect. The most problematic areas are: lack of diversification, 
inappropriate asset allocation, too much or not enough risk, high level of expenses. With the support of 
interactive and rich graphics, the problem areas can be easily highlighted and contrasted with the properties 
of the model portfolio you are proposing for your client.

Your model portfolios may be third-party models available by subscription from specialized firms, or they may 
be your own models. A range of 5 to 7 portfolios covers most client situations. On this basis, hypothetical 
portfolios can be constructed and a backtest (historical analysis) and forward analysis performed. With a 
good package at your command, what-if scenarios should take no more than a few clicks to materialize and 
be instantly presentable. For realism the analysis can simulate rebalancing and advisory fees.

The A/B comparison may not be sufficient. You or your client may require a three-way comparison: current vs. 
proposed vs. benchmark. Unfortunately, canned benchmarks are often inappropriate. For example, the 
S&P500 index is a poor benchmark for a balanced portfolio. Instead you can use blended benchmarks, for 
example a composition of 40% US stock, 20% foreign stocks and 40% bonds, using standard indexes for 
each category, to match the target allocation. Blended benchmarks are useful not only in your proposal 
process, but in portfolio tracking, when at the end of a quarter the client calls to ask you why his portfolio had 
a lower return than the S&P500.

When further convincing is required, the analysis should be taken one step deeper exploring the model 
portfolio by using more advanced analytics such as optimization, style analysis, risk allocation. I have heard 
many a success story from advisors using agile analytics and rich graphics at this stage to close the sale on a 
skeptical prospect that had been sitting on the fence.

At Kwanti we use modern design principles to implement agile interfaces. Agile means that you can move 
quickly and in a well-coordinated way through the functions of the tool. You become more efficient with your 
time, but also more efficient in your client communication. In your practice you often need quick answers. 
While your client is on the phone or a prospect is sitting in front of you, you shouldn’t have to make them wait 
while you struggle through the multiple stages of a labyrinthine system.

What are these modern user interface principles? You experience them daily on well-designed and most 
successful consumer-grade applications: minimize the change of contexts (change of screens); keep menus 
simple (avoid multiple levels of menu nesting); give immediate feedback (avoid loops); and avoid multiple-
step processes (the dreaded ‘step 1 of N’).

Let us return to the client acquisition scenario to illustrate the point. The final step of your meeting with the 
prospect is to generate a proposal. Each client is unique; too much or too little information may be contained 
in the report so it is important to customize it. Most proposal generation systems work in three steps: first 
configure the report contents - often through multiple screen steps; generate the report; finally open the PDF 
in a viewer such as Adobe Acrobat to inspect the results. If the results are not satisfactory – for example a 
chart is missing or if some of the client’s data needs correction - go back to step 1 and loop again. In contrast, 
an agile interface shuns these steps by using an embedded PDF editor: the PDF report is displayed on your 
screen with the ability to simply point and click on the elements to be added or edited. This is a gain in time 
since the configuration and generation steps are avoided. More importantly, the interactivity and instant visual 
feedback makes the process seamless. Technology gets out of the way and does not interrupt the discussion 
or decision process that may be taking place at the time so you can keep all your attention on the client. 

In our last example, let’s turn to integration. Your analytics software should be integrated with your custodian 
so that no manual transfer of data is required. But is the promised ease of use delivered? On a leading 
platform we observed that the process of simply linking an account from the custodian took no less than 15 
clicks, 5 different screens, and an elapsed time of two minutes – assuming you remember the sequence of 
steps. In a well-designed system, the operation should take no more than 5 clicks, two screens and thirty 



seconds. When compounded over time, these small gains add up and the agile interface induces less entry 
errors and keeps your train of thought going.

While you explore this new breed of software, two surprises await you: first, you don’t need a training class or 
call in to customer support for the software is self-evident to use; second, it comes at much lower cost. How is 
this possible? As new technologies emerge, old systems have an existing architecture, legacy code and client 
requirements that make it difficult, costly, and in many cases impossible to upgrade to modern standards. In 
comparison, new entrants in the market have an advantage – they can start from a clean slate and leverage 
new technology to more efficiently serve your business. 

* * * * *
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